
Something  Creaky  This  Way
Comes
Tonight was opening night for You Have the Right to Remain
Dead and what an opening  it was.   For a Friday night during
football season with many homecoming games going on, I thought
the crowd was a decent size and it is very difficult to fill
every seat in the venue.  I still cannot say enough how
gorgeous and amazing it is to be on the jewel of a stage. 
Both times I have been in shows at the Huber I have been
spoiled.

I thought that among the best moments were some of the sound
effects.   There  are  many  great  effects  that  heighten  the
atmosphere of the show and tonight we had the heater going. 
Not to worry, because I was for a bit.  Everyone I talked to
in  the  audience  thought  the  noise  was  part  of  the  show…
including  a  few  friends  who  had  a  great  time  playing
“whodunit.”   The  entire  audience  seemed  to  get  into  the
participation act but it could have started a bit sooner.  And
we were promised that the noise from the heater would be
addressed.

Following the show while shedding my costume and persona of
Harnell Chesterton, I learned that one of my castmates is a
Red Sox fan (I won’t hold that against him).  My Yankee coat
was hanging on a hangar and Alex noticed it and we each
offered  our  condolences  to  each  other.   By  the  way,  the
Bombers are up 2-0 in the ALDS after beating the Twins 4-3 in
11 innings.

And I think I have made a new friend who has found out about
my sterling personality.  the director warned me to watch
myself or she would find something to throw at me during the
show.  What is it that I do… honestly?
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I think I have found a new favorite show that will be really
hard to leave when Sunday’s matinee is over.  I think this
will be number 3 replacing Rooster and right behind Donnie and
“you-know-who.”

Lets see… 14 hours 52 minutes to go….and counting.

Welcome  Back  To  The  Post
Season!
Yesterday, the Bronx Bombers closed out the regular season in
historic and dramatic fashion.  In the sixth inning, A-Rod
blasted 7 RBIs by hitting a three-run homer and in his second
at bat in the frame, belted a grand slam leading the Yanks to
a 10-2 finish against the Tampa Bay Rays.  Two records were
set… the most RBIs in one inning for an American League player
(only Fernando Tatis of the St. Louis Cardinals has had more
in one inning with 8, back in 1999).  The first homer of the
inning was the Yanks’ 243rd rounding of the bases topping a
team record set in 2004.  Rodriguez’s 30 long balls and 100
RBIs  for  the  season  seems  exceptional  considering  he  was
sidelined (ok.. mixing sports terms here) for the first 28
games due to his right hip surgery.

AH… October madness.  Now we wait for a week before the
Division Series begins.  Still a toss up between the Tigers
and Twins as their records are tied prompting a final game to
decide the AL Central title.  Let the party begin!
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You’ll  Look  So  Good  That
You’ll  Be  Glad  That  You
Decided To…
“Smile Darn Ya, Smile.” Ok… combining two song lyrics from two
different musicals:

“Put on a Happy Face” from the just revived for the very
first time on Broadway…Bye, Bye Birdie starring John
Stamos.. not as the title character which 20 years ago,
I could have envisioned given his character Uncle Jesse
from Full House and his status as a drummer in the Beach
Boys

The second is from some other show I must have forgotten
somewhere along the line… if it comes to me, I’ll list
it in the tags.

Ok, a few weeks ago we had Talk Like a Pirate Day.  Today,
just happens to be World Smile Day.  What is it that makes me
smile?  Just a few things, really.

I love to be with my friends and family no matter what
the occasion: game nights are always fun and road trips
are a blast, watching crazy fans enjoy watching their
favorite teams play (I thought my mom got wild when she
watches Yankees baseball but seeing Chris watch a Bears
game… now THAT is a sight that could bring a smile to
anyone).  However, just being with them to lend a hand,
ear, shoulder, foot, eye, back, or finger really is
great, too.  Sometimes, even more rewarding than the
frivolous.   On  occasion,  I  have  also  used  them  for
guidance and support, as well.
Coming in very close to number one is… well, most people
who regularly subscribe to my rantings and ravings know
this.  Even when I am being constructively (of course)
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criticized, I can always find something to smile about
on stage.  Except of course, when the moment does not
call for it.. that’s when acting (for me) is difficult. 
I guess in the moment when the unforseen happens and
(perish the thought!) I donut get a part, I do tend to
be optimistic and try to learn and try to move on.
In a big way, music can be an extension of my love of
the stage.  Musicals are of course my favorite genre of
theatre.  I do enjoy most types of music but there ARE
exceptions (c)rap being chief among them.
A great, big scare.  Ok.. maybe the adrenaline getting
the heart racing, the blood rushing creates a nervous
smile and chuckle but I love to be scared.

Ok… that’s three things. that can usually make most of my
nothing days all seem worthwhile.  So remember…. Light up your
face with gladness and hide every trace of sadness because I
feel sad when you’re sad I feel glad when you’re glad.

Mental Floss
CNN.com  links  to  a  blog  called  Mental  Floss.   Usually
involving tidbits about pop culture in a top-10 format,  these
articles  can  be  quite  entertaining.   For  example,  I  came
across a few the other day about fast food:  Who Approved
That?  7 Food Promotions Gone Horrible Wrong and 10 Secret
Menu  Items  at  Fast  Food  Restaurants  and  enjoyed  both  of
those.  Note the NY Yankees reference in the failed Pepsi
promotion in the first article (sorry Jamiahsh!).

Mental Floss has featured other lists in their articles that
have interested me; of note is 10 Homeschooled Celebrities
(Agatha Christie, Mozart, Alexander Graham Bell, to name a
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few), 10 Things That Have Deflated the Macy’s Parade, and 5
Weather Events Worth Chatting About.  It’s a well-written,
entertaining blog (like this one, haha) – Just thought I’d
share it!

And Yes… They Keep On Winning
(some)
Not all but some…. and look out… her comes the return of the
Red Stockings (on Friday)… BOOOO!!!!!! no doubt on the war
path following the sweeping of the last series.  The Yanks
have clinched a berth for the post season.  They slipped a bit
but thanks to a win or two and a loss from Boston, New York
has gone back to a six game first place lead and defeated the
Angels of Anaheim tonight.  Just sayin’.  Last season, I did
not get to say that.

And it looks like the Tigers  (another team on tangent’s
radar) will be a post season hopeful, correct, justj?  What
about the Cubbies, taylhis?

HE’S BAAAAAACK! Anyone Up for
Some Parkour?!
YES… it has been a mere 8 days since I have been able to
access the internet.  Our connection via Verizon went down for
the  umpteenth  time  so  my  very  Trekkie  er…  techie  brother
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recommended  that  we  make  the  switch  to  Time  Warner  high
speed.  So, for a week I have been getting phone calls from
ardent fans asking if I have been abducted  by aliens, fallen
off the face of the earth, or just kidnapped by our friend
from  you-know-where.   Actually,  I  have  gotten  a  bit
accomplished in the past few days: watching the Yankees slip a
game or two, memorizing some lines, checking out the county
fair, playing some softball (now 3-0, thank you very much),
reading a 600+ page book of which I have less than 200 to
read, and song lead in church.  I did manage however to go out
one day last week to borrow my brother’s computer to read my
81  emails  and  read  a  few  posts  from  my  co-tangenteers.  
Minutes ago, I read another 81 emails (ironic) and am anxious
to see how far I have fallen behind in the ranks of tangents. 
Wonder if I get to read a take on the EXCELLENT  season
premiere of The Office.

Number 2 Meets Number 4
What an accomplishment to an already stellar career that shows
no signs of ending anytime soon. Tonight, Derek Jeter joined
Lou Gehrig (The Iron Horse, The Pride of the Yankees) as the
all time Yankee hitter at 2721. A bunt, a blast, and a rip to
right field brought the new and old icons even. Even if he is
a graduate of Kalamazoo High School in that state up north
where he spent a semester as one of those unmentionables,
Derek has handled the spotlight that comes with the stripes
with integrity, and maturity over the past 15 years. Even if I
were not a fan, I would find it difficult to not cheer for the
shortstop  phenom.  Jeter’s  work  ethic  makes  it  nearly
impossible for him to place any solo accomplishment above
those of the team… There is no “I” in team. While standing on
first base following his third hit of the night, Mr. November
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rose  his  helmet  not  once  but  twice  and  acknowledged  the
ovation from the fans (including his parents), his teammates,
the  opposing  team,  the  entire  crowd  at  the  home  of  the
bombers. Play ceased however briefly for the star to have his
moment. And at Captain Clutch’s next at bat… he is walked and
the crowd goes wild with booooooos as the pitcher is retired
and the Yanks score 4 and lead the TB Rays 4-2. Unfortunately,
it will take some doing for Derek to get to Pete Rose’s MLB
All Time Record of 4256 hits. WOW! It took 70 years for
someone  to  even  the  First  Baseman’s  record.  So…  unless
something terrible happens in this the top of the ninth the
record  will  remain  tied.  And….  THE  YANKEES  WIN!  THEEEEEE
YANKEES WIN!!!!!!

Sweeping the Stockings
Yahoo!  The Bombers finally have done something they have
failed to do all season: completed a sweep of the rather
lackluster (of late) Red Sox.  The first time the Yanks have
taken a four-game home stand from their rival since 1985?! The
one thing I grew sick of is the continuous mentioning of David
Ortiz and his possible enhancement taking of 2003.  I mean, it
seems as if (the last two games, anyway) that the games were
more of a did he or didn’t he.  I think the whole scandal has
gotten way out of hand and is ruining the great American
pasttime.

The series began Thursday night with a 13-6 blow.

The excitement continued Friday night into the wee hours of
Saturday until Alex Rodriguez smashed a two run walk-off shot
in the bottom of the 15th inning.  Marking the first time a
Yankee-Red Sox game  has gone scoreless  through  14 innings
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and only the fifth time in recorded history  that  a walk-off
homer has been hit in  a scoreless 15 or more inning game.  A
heartbreaker but the pinstripes came out on top.

Saturday, the Yankees also blanked the Sox 5-0

Finally, the first place AL East boys rallied to go up 6-1/2
games with a 5-2 victory.  One thing is for sure, Boston will
be looking for blood when next the teams meet up.  But for
now.. good luck to justj‘s beloved Tigers when they travel to
Fenway Monday night.

A  New  HOPE  From  The  Evil
Empire
No, no this post has nothing to do with the original Star Wars
film (or as it is officially known: Episode IV: A New Hope). 
Such  rather  derogatory  names  have  inundated  my  favorite
baseball team for as long as I can remember and definitely
beyond that.  This week, The New York Yankees have been on the
streets, in apartment buildings, and in the new stadium giving
back to the community that they call home.  Whether it be
something seemingly trivial like throwing pop flies to a ten
year old or participating in an event honoring a Navy veteran
who is afflicted with Lou Gehrig’s disease, the NOW solo first
place American League East sluggers have been receiving praise
both on and off the field.

HOPE (Helping Others Persevere and Excel) week began Monday
and has included the following events:

Alex Rodriguez and pitchers Joba Chamberlain and Andy
Pettite were in Greenwich Village and visited a young
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boy  who  has  Cerebral  Palsay.   The  sixth  grader  is
confined to a wheelchair; however, the Bombers conducted
a clinic for him and his little league teammates.
Ace closer Mariano Rivera, second baseman Robinson Cano,
and outfielder Melky Cabrera visited a small Washington
Heights apartment where a couple open their home to
children for lessons in community and leadership.
Captain Derek Jeter and first baseman Mark Teixeira (who
my mother claims closely resembles our admin… I don’t
see it… sorry I cannot find a photo good enough to
compare)  participated  in  a  ceremony  honoring  a  Navy
veteran with Lou Gehrig’s Disease and his wife.

Say  what  you  will  about  the  Yankees…  overpaid,  over-
privileged.  The new stadium is a homerun hitters paradise. 
Any team who takes time out off the field to help and inspire
(yes, even if the team happens to be from Bean Town) deserves
some appreciation.

Gremlin Be GONE!
Apparently, there was some type of gremlin caught up in the
works of our happy little site but I see that it has  been
irradicated.  The past two has has been a relatively busy one
in our small little neck of the woods.  Friday and Saturday
was  our  town  wide  garage  sale  in  which  over  60  homes
participated.  Quite remarkable considering the size of the
town.  Not only did residents of the community but businesses
also came out and put some of their products on display.  The
local, weekly newspaper gave out homemade ice cream… well,
they accepted a free will donation.  The grocery had a Produce
Tent Sale.  It was called Tent Sale but nowhere did I see a
tent only a bunch of displays full of watermelon, cantaloupe,
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peaches,  nectarines,  lemons,  green  peppers,  and  other
goodies.  We also had a hot dog, chip, and soda/water for $1. 
I  was  lucky  enough  to  man  the  sale  for  an  hour  Friday
afternoon (would have enjoyed spending more but I was only
covering for a break).  But, of course, who had to haul in the
pallets at the end of the day?

But once again, I had a Saturday to myself so I took my nephew
and a “tag-a-long” (his words, not mine) to see Harry Potter. 
We left with 15 minutes before show time and thinking ahead
decided to go the back route to save time.  However, I had
forgotten that the 3 mile bridge (or a small section of 576)
is closed for the next week or so.  In any event, we were
about 5 minutes late for the movie and had to sit in the next
to front row.  Joshua enjoyed the movie… our companion did not
think so highly of it although he has assured me that he has
read all the books and seen the previous 5 movies.  He thought
it was a waste of time and he is going to see it on IMAX next
week?!

Before returning home, I needed to stop by my old stomping
grounds and pick up a present.  While there, our 18 year-old
friend decided that he wanted to buy something that he has
always wanted: a cap gun.  He was like a kid in a candy
store.  Cap guns have changed since I last had one.  They used
to operate on straps of paper.  Today, they use rounds of
small plastic pellets.  Nate was occupied quite well on the 12
mile trip back to E-town.

All in all, a pretty fun few days.  Made even more so by a
pair of Yankee victories (sorry, justj) and a Red Sox loss. 
STILL 2 behind the Stockings!
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